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DABS SENSOR INTERACTIONS WITH ATC FACILITIES

I

1.
1.0 INTRODUCTION

ktroduction of the Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) repre-
s ents a main element in realizing the objectives of the Upgraded Third Gen-
eration Air Traffic Control system. DABS not only resolves basic problems
inherent in the present beacon surveilhnce system (AT CRBS), but it real-
izes a low-cost, high capacity and very reliable ground -air -ground data link.
A very significant. feature of DABS is that human intervention is not needed
to establish or maintati surveillance or commmications. DABS sensors,
where possible, are comected and form a network to improve the qwlity
and reliability of the data link and continuity of surveillance.

Intermittent Positive Control (IPC ), collocated with DABS, maintains
a limited form of control in the form of automatically generated messages
uplinked to aircraft that are in potential danger of collision. The control
maintained by IPC through DABS is intended for VFR as well as ~R air-
craft. For IFR aircraft, the primary responsibility for control lies with the
controller at the ATC facility. To allow him to effectively exercise this re-
sponsibility, the DABS sensor makes available to him all relevant informa-
tion it possesses (all surveillance data being gathered, duplicates of IPC
messages, and the use of its data link). Communication between the ATC
facility and DABS is effected by means of an interface consisting of tio -
way ground communications for message exchange, and one -way DABS -to-
NAS ground communications for surveillance reports.

The presence of DABS implies modifications to the existing NAS eys -
tern. This document presents the type of information that DABS provides to
the A TC facility and what the intended usage is. Section 2 includes tie char-
acteristics and use of surveilknce reports. Section 3 presents the exchange
of messages between the ATC facility and an aircraft by means of the DABS
air -g round data link. Section 4 describes information exchanges between
DABS and ATC facilities to proceed with control functions.

This document complements FAA-RD -74-63 -Rev. 1 entitled, “Provi-
sional Message Formats for the DAB S/NAS kterface” [Ref. 1].

2.0 SURVEILLANCE

2.1 Characteristics of DABS Sensor Surveillance Data

An A TC facility comected to a DABS sensor will receive surveillance
reports on all aircraft which are observed within the coverage area of the
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sensor and within the area of interest of the facility. The rePorts are is-
sued once per scan for each aircraft and are delivered to the ATC facility
by means of a one-way data link that is specifically provided for this pur -
pose. The contents of the report and its format depend on the characteris-
tics of the surveillance measurement. A report may derive from (1) re-
plies from a DABS transponder, (2) replies from an ATCRBS transponder,
(3) returns from a collocated primary radar, and (4) other Production Com-
mon Digitizer (PCD) messages. All report formats are based on current
PCD formats, modified where necessary.

Beacon reports, whether based on DABS or ATCRBS replies, contain
basic surveillance data in common: 15 bits of range information (to a pre-
cision O, 0078 nmi or approximately 50 feet), 13 bits of azimuth (to 0.044 de-
gree or 0.5 AC P), and, whenever available, 12 bits of altitude (to 100 feet).
Range and azimuth data are raw measurements that are not smoothed by the
sensor tracker. Altitude data are formatted and converted from Mode C cod-
ing to a signed binary integer, but are not pressure corrected. Target iden-
tification data are always present, although in different forms for DABS and
ATCRBS reports. Other information (for each type of report) included in
various types of surveillance reports is provided in subsections below.

2. 1.1 Reporting Dehy

Surveillance reports are available for transmission to the ATC facil-
ity not later than 3/32 of an antenna scan period (3/16 of a scan for any back-
to-back antenna) after the target measurement. For a 4-see rotator, this
maximum delay would be 3/8 sec for either a single-face antenna or a back-
to-back configuration. Storage delay is reported as at present by means of
Time in Storage data (quantized to 1/8 see).

2. 1.2 Coverage Assignment and Dissemination

In general, ATC facilities may expect to receive reports on a given
aircraft from more than one sensor. For aircraft whose reports are based
on ATCRBS replies or primary radar returns, this situation is similar to
that of a present-day ARTCC that may receive several reports on an air-
craft from different sensors. DABS sensors tkat share overlapping cover-
age areas are connected by data links to form a network, and one of the
tasks performed by the network is the management of mdtiple coverage ,
[Ref. 2]. Multiplicity of coverage will ordinarily be limited to two sensors,
although in some regions of the air space (near DABS coverage boundaries)
there may be additional coverage. The sensors cooperatively manage as -
signments in such a way that, for a given DABS target at a given time, one
and ofiy one sensor is designated as “pri~ry”. ‘% Other DABS sensors that
are “secondary” (there may be still other sensors that have coverage but

,k

DABS “primary status ,, sho~d not be cotiused with “primary radar. “ In

this report, the term “primary radar” is not used further.



are not permitted to interrogate the target). The pri-r Y assignment is
based matily on geography, with provision for dynamic reassignment in

case of temporary loss of tie primary air-ground link or of sensor overload
or failure. Within the DABS network, primary status implies that a sensor
is permitted to carry out certain exclusive functiOns (e. g., readOut Of PilOt
downlink mes sages, delivery of altitude echo, and synchronized interroga-
tions ). Primary status may be regarded as indicating to the ATC facility
which DABS sensor is currentiy providing the highest reliability link to the
aircraft for both surveillance and data link purposes. Every DABS based

surveillance report contains an indicator (the 1-bit “ P/S” tag) of Primar Y/
secondary status.

MOre generally, the purpose of the DABS network management f~c -

tion is to mainbin the continuity of DABS service, for both surveillance and
c.omunications as aircraft leave the coverage areas of some DABS sensors
and enter others, and in cases of overload or failure (whether of sensors or
data links). This function is carried out in a way that does not require in-
volvement of ATC facilities or other users. tiormation on the status of
DABS sensors is, however, available at ATC facilities so that they may
monitor the DABS system.

Related to coverage assignment is the DABS function of data dissemi-
nation. Unlike present beacon interrogators, a DABS sensor does not nec-
essarily transmit all of its aircraft reports to a particular ATC facfiity.
Instead, it uses a data dissemination map to transtit reports on only those
aircraft located withti the area of interest to the ATC facility. Of course,
if the DABS sensor {s coverage area is fully imbedded in the ATC facilityfs
control area, all of that sensor 1s reports are sent and the dis semination
fwction is trivial. For the case of a sensor near a control boundary, tie
dissemination map will prevent the delivery of reports tht are nOt Of inter-

est to the ATC facility recipient. The dissednation decision is based on
simple criteria of range, azimuth and altitude, with azimuth divided into 32
sectors. This dissemination map is normally fixed, but may change as part
of the backup operation controlled by the network mamgement fmction in
cases of sensor overload or failure. Specifically, if a sensor is assigned
coverage in a region where it does not normally provide surveillance, its
dissemination mp will be modified so that reports are sent to whichever
ATC facilities need the itiormation.

Ordinarily, a sensor will disseminate 10cal data o~y: that is, i! a tar-
get track is in coast because of link failure, then no reports will be dissem-
inated for that scan. This is true even if the track is being maintained by

exterml data sent from another DABS s ens or. However, uder certiin cir-
cumstances, surveillance data originating with another sensor will be for -
warded to an ATC facility, as part of fie “data relay mOde. “ The cOnditiOns
governing such relafing are as follows:

3
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1) As part of site adaptation, a data relay mode has been defined desigm -
ting the DABS sensor as the “rela~g sensor” with respect to a par-
tictiar second DABS sensor (the “unconnected sensor”) and a particu-
lar ATC facflity (the “unconnectedATC”). korder to be selected fOr
this mode, the mcomected sensor and the relaflng sensor must share
some overlapptig coverage and be connected by gromd data links,
while the uncomected sensor and the reconnected ATC do not hve a
direct data link.

2) The track of a particular DABS or ATCRBS target is in a coast state
and has been updated during the current scan by surveillance data (in
the form of a “track data” message) from the unconnected sensor.

Thus, the relaying of surveillance data is higtiy specific, being limited to a
pre-selected ground configuration and to a particular target situation. When
the air -gromd link recovers and local data are available, relaying ends.

.

2. 1.3 Surveillance Report Types

Surveillance reports utilize formats and coding which are modified ver -
sions of those presently used for PCD messages. Each report is composed
of 13-bit words, of which 12 are data bits and the 13th is a parity bit. Re-
ports are either 52 bits (4 words) or 91 bits (7 words) in length, with codes
which serve to identify report type contained in the first word. Appendix A
presents complete formats for the various types of surveillance messages.
The types and the particdar bit patterns that serve to identify them are
su-arized here:

1) Beacon targets (bits 2, 3 = 11)
a) ATCRBS (bit 4 = O)
b) DABS (bit 4 = 1)

2) Radar targets and other PCD reprts (bits 2, 3 = 00)
a) Search report (radar target) (bits 4-7 = 1101)
b) Strobe bits 4-7 = 1100)

c) Mp (bits 4-7 = 0000)
d) Status @its 4-7 = 0110)

e) Search RTQC Target bits 4-7 = 1001)

Note that the beacon messages have a 10ng (91-bit) fOrmat, whereas all the
others have a short (52-bit) for-t; thus bits 2 and 3 serve as a length indi-
cator. All of the short report typee (otherwise referred to as PCD reports)
use present PCD standard formats, and these message formats are not al-
tered by processing h tie DABS sensor. The act~l data content o’f a PCD
message, however, is affected in one ins bnce by DABS processing, i. e. ,
the addition of a collimation correction to the value of radar azimuth and
range as received from the PCD. The collimation correction is intended
to eliminate bias errors between the radar and the beacon antennas and is



equivalent to the correction presently performed in NAS. Because Me PCD
formats are not affected by DABS, these messages are not discussed further
here. The character of the information included in beacon reports is des -
cribed in the next two subsections.

2. 1.4 ATCRBS-Equipped Aircraft

h addition to data pertaining to range, azimuth, altitude (when Mode C
replies are available), and storage time, an ATCRBS aircraft report from a
DABS sensor includes several additional data fields that are the same as
those in a present-day beacon report and a few new Ones. The familia; data
fields ticlude indicator bits (Test, Mode 3/A, Mode C, SPI, Radar Rei-
nforcement, Code 77oo, Code 7600, and FAA) and one longer field, the 12-bit
Mode 3/A code (when available ). Each of these fields contains data that is
not affected by DABS processing. AS with the present beacOn sYstem) the
presence of a Radar Reinforcement wifi normally cause DABS to suppress
the radar report that correlates with the beacon report. The new ATCRBS
report data fields include the ATCRBS Surveillance File Nuber, Confidence
Code in Transition, False Target, Radar Substitution, Run Length and Data
Reky. Each of these is discus 5 ed in the following paragraphs.

The ATCRBS Surveillance File Number is a binary integer that repre -
s ents the sequentially-as signed number used within the DABS software to
identify a particdar aircraft track. The presence of a nonzero value in this
field hdicates that the AT CRBS replies being reported have been success-
fdly correlated with an existing track. The nwber has no intrinsic signifi-
cance, but it does provide a reference number for a given aircraft, which is
“locally unique ,, whe~er or not fie aircraft is replying with a discrete code.

“Locally unique t! means that two tracks will not have the same n~ber at a

given time within a single sensor. The assignment of these numbers is not
coordinated among sensors, so that the same aircraft reported by two sen-
sors will have independently chosen nmbers. Also, within a sensor, the
number assignment is reset after the maxim- value has been r cached;
enough bits are available (12 ) so that duplication on simdtaneously active
tracks will not Occur O The inclusion of a Surveillance File Number in a re-

port is the resdt of a target-to-track correlation process.

Confidence is a 1 -bit indicator that denotes whether or not the target-
to-track correction has been performed with high or low confidence; more
specifically, whether or not correlation was successful using the smallest
range-azimuth correlation box. Of tour se, this indicator has significance
only when a correlation is repor ted, as shown by a nonzero Surveillance File
Number.

Code in Transition is anotier 1-bit tag, which, when set, indicates
that the report is based on Mode 3/A repfies, of wMch the code value did not
match that of the track code althouzh all other requirements for correlation
were met. Therefore, the report ~nd the track are considered to be
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correlated. Ody the track code is reported, and it may be expected to dif-
fer from that of later scans.

False Target is a l-bit tag that iudicates when a report has been iden-
tified as being caused by reflection from a building or other terrain feature.
Such reports will correspond to valid reports from the same aircraft but
wiU have erroneous range and azimuth values. Because of the azimuth er -
ror, false targets will be reported either earlier or later in the scan than
the true target report.

Radar Substitution is a 1-bit kg that partially redefines the report
format. When s et, it indicates that the report contains radar data rather
than beacon data. This will occur when two conditions arise: (1) no beacon
replies that correlate with a particdar ATCRBS track are received on the
current scan, and (Z) radar returns are received that do correlate with that
track. Under these conditions, the radar data are reported using the modi-
fied ATCRBS format rather than the usual PCD “Search” message so that
the track correlation can be kdicated (using the Surveillance Track File
Number). Other data fields in the Radar Substitution message that derive
strictly from ATCRBS returns are not used, and of course the reported
range and azimuth come from the radar measurement. To complete the set
of tiformtion normally included in a search mes sage, the Run Length (3
bits, to a precision of 4 ACP) is also ticluded. This field replaces a por-
tion of the Mode C altitude field, which is not available k the case of Radar
Subs titution.

Data Relay is a one-bit indicator which, when set, indicates that the
report has originated witi an unconnected sensor. Such a report is not dif-
ferent from a local report in its priucipal data fields; range and azimuth have
been converted to local sensor coordinates and the position estimated for the
time of local measurement; Mode 3/A code and Mode C altitude are not af-
fected; Surveillance File Number is given for the local (relaying) sensor.
Other data fields are umffected, except that Radar Substitution, Confidence,
Code in Transition and False Target are not used. Correlating radar data
are used only to indicate reinforcement.

2. 1.5 DAB S-Equipp ed Aircraft

As mentioned b paragraph Z. 1, DABS reports include range, azimuth;
storage time, P/S (primary/secondary) status, and (USW1lY) Mode C altitude
as included in ATCRBS reports. Altitude will be present whenever the re-
port is based on roll-call replies, the normal surveillance mode. During ac-
quisition, however, replies from a DABS trmsponder my consist of ody
All-Call replies, which do not provide altitude. The presence of altitude is
indicated by a l-bit ,, Mode cl! tag, as h AT CRBS repOrts. ‘DABS reports

also include Codes 7700 and 7600, Radar Retifor cement, Radar Substitution,
Run Length, and Data Relay fields the same as those designated for ATCRBS.
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Other types of i~ormation provided in a DABS” report are DABS Address,
Alert, and FR. These are discuss ed b the following paragraphs. ,

DABS address is the 24-bit code that uniquely identifies each DABS
transponder. Since this address easily provides very high cotiidence cor-
rection of replies to tracks, no other ID data are needed or included (such
as Mode 3/A codes or SurveiUance File Numbers). PrOvisiOn is made f~r

handltig the extremely low probability error condition of two targets having
the ~ame DABS address; this is discussed in Section 4. The cOd~g scheme

for DABS addresses is designed to encode an or part of the registration
number (tail nmber ) of the aircraft in which the transponder is Ms tailed.
(See reference 3 for a recommended scheme for this type of code assign-
ment. )

!lAlertl t is a 1 -bit field containing a pilot’s emergenc Y signal. It is

set automatically whenever the ATCRBS code on the transponder has been
set to 76OO or 7700; in this case the Alert signal is reported redmdantly.
It may also be set directly by the pfiot regardless of his code value. ~
either case, the Alert setting causes the DABS sensor to interrogate the air-
c raft as soon x possible for the purpse of code readout. The code received is

transmitted to the ATC facility by a commwications message (see Section 3L

Flight Rties (’ ‘FR” ) is a 1 -bit tag derived from pilot fiput, indicating
that the aircraft is flying mder mR or VFR roles. FR is ticluded ~ sur -
!-eillance reports prbarfiy for the use of the IPC fmction, but may also be
helpfd to the ATC facility.

For a report resulting from the data relay mode, fie vari0u5 data
fields are to be interpreted as for an ATCRBS dab relaY rePOrt (2. 1. 4).

Other fields which are mique to DABS, but which camot be supplied on the
basis of a track data message, are not used. These include: P/S, Alert,
and FR.

~. 1.6 Radar Targets

The characteristics of radar repOrts have already been described in
fie preceding subsections. It may be useful to summarize here the rules

that determtie the methods by which radar returns are reported:

1) H the radar returns correhte with either a DABS or an ATCRBS bea-
con report, the beacon report is tagged as ‘“Radar ReitiOrced” and the
radar measurements are not separately reported.

2) H the radar retirns correlate with a beacon track and beacon replies
from the current scan are missing, the radar data are reported as a
,IRadar Sub stitution” message.

3) H the radar replies do not correhte, the data are sent as a Search
message.
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2. 1.7 Summary

Surveillance proces sing in a DABS sensor operates with the goal of
providing the ATC facility with exactly one report per scan on every aircraft
within the data dissemination bowdaries. This goal will not always be met,
since a radar correlation failure will cause an extra report to be is sued and
an air-ground link failure may prevent any report. Each report will be one
of the following four types:

1) A DABS report, regardless of the sensor track state, for each reply-
ing DABS transponder.

2) An ATCRBS report, for each replying ATCRBS transponder, with or
without a Surveillance File N-her, depending on whether or not the
replies correlate with a track.

3) A. Radar Substitution report for either a nonreplying DABS -equipped or
a nonreplying AT CRBS-eqtipped aircraft when the radar return cor-
relates with a beacon track file.

4) A radar Search message for a radar target that does not correlate
(either because the aircraft is not equipped with a transponder or
because of a correlation failure).

E correlation failure causes two reports to be issued, they will include one
of type (1) or type (2) (without radar radar reinforcement) and one of type (4).
PCD reports other than Search messages are always disseminated as
received.

The preceding paragraph summarizes the normal dissemination mode
of DABS surveillant e data. There is an additional mode in which, upon spe-
cial request, all Search messages are sent to an ATG facility for calibra -
tiOn/registration purposes. k this “all radar data” mode, the full, unfil-
tered data stream of PCD messages is transmitted independently and in ad-
dition to the normal DABS output already described. (Further information
pertaining to this mode is included in Section 4. )

2.2 Actions by Control Facility to Use Data

To a degree, the surveillance output of a DABS sensor may be re-
garded by an ATC facility in the same manner as that of any other sensor;
it consists of position measurements (range, azimuth, and altitude) on a set
of aircraft. h this sense, the basic data provided by DABS may be used as
inputs to tracking computations and for display to controllers in much the
same way as at present. The main differences in the basic data are an in-
crease in accuracy (and precision) in the range and azimuth measurements
for both DABS and ATCRBS aircraft. It may be desirable to take advantage
of this improvement by suitably modifying parameters of the tracking

-. ..--..,,, . . ...>..., ,,,



algorithms used, and, perhps also, of the report -to-track correlation pro-

cess, which are sensitive to position measurement accuracy.

Above this level of detifl, there are significant differences relating to
improved DABS aircraft identification and track correlation. These may af-

fect the processing of all beacon reports (ATCRBS as well as DABS), al-
though not of radar (Search) replies reported via DABS. The main areas Of
processing affected are report selection, track initiation and report-to-
track correlation, and controller display. Each of these is treated in the
following three subs ections.

2. 2.1 Report Selection

Enroute A TC facilities presently handle the problem of mdtiple re-
ports from different interrogators by using “preferred” and ‘)suPplemen-
tary ’’categories based on geographic assignment). In a DABS envlr Onment--
particularly a partial DABS environment--the task of s election is made
somewhat more complicated by the presence of two types of reports from
the DABS sensors as well as tiputs from ATCRBS interrogators. At the
same time, the selection process is aided by information within the DABS
messages.

There are three main cases of interest:

1) A DABS-equipped aircraft reported by more than one DABS sensor;

2) An ATCRBS-equipped aircraft reported by more than one DABS sensor
(and perkps by one or more ATCRBS interrogators);

3) A DA. BS-eqtipped aircraft reported by DABS sensor(s) and by ATCRBS
interrogators ).

In each case, it is assumed that a track has been established on the aircraft
in question and that report-to-track correlation has been accomplished.

FOr the case of multiple DABS sensor reports on tie same DABS air-

craft, the ATC facility may choose to operate, as at present, with a fixed
selection rde based on geography. Alternatively, the facility may make use
of data within the reports to make a more dynamic selection, one which
matches the flexibility of the DABS coverage assignment function. This

codd be accomplished using any or all of four kdicator bits in each report;
P/S, Mode C, Radar Reinforcement, Radar Subs titution, and Data Relay.
Selection should tend to favor reports that indicate P/S denoting primary,
Mode C”. and Radar Rei~orcement each designating present, and Radar

“’Mode C present implies tkt the aircraft is in a sensor track state which
permits discrete addressing; Mode C not present indicates that the report
is based on All-Call replies and therefore the aircraft is still undergoing
acquisition.

9
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Substitution and Data Relay denoting not present. (Data which have been re-
layed may be considered less desirable tkan local dab because of inaccuracy
resulting from coordinate conversion. ) A possible selection rule that relies
heavily on the standard geographic preference is:

1) Use the report from the sensor classified as “preferred, “ if present.

2} Otherwise, use the report tagged with P/S denoting primary, if
present.

3) Otherwise, use the report tagged with Mode C denoting present, if
only one report has that tag.

4) Otherwise, use a report tagged with Radar Substitution denoting not
present.

Alternatively, a more dynamic selection procedure could be used that omits
the fixed preference assignment, i. e. , uses the preceding 4-part rule with
the first part omitted. This rule might provide more nearly optimized data,
particularly for aircraft near DABS coverage boundaries. Some penalty
wodd be paid in processing time to use this type of rule, since report data
wodd have to be extracted before each decision could be made. Conversely,
some compensatory saving would result from omitting the map-based deter -
mination of “preferred” status. Clearly, other types of s election roles
cotid be implemented, as well as variations on the preceding two rules. No
determination of an optimal procedure has been attempted.

The second case is that of an ATCRBS-equipped aircraft reported, in
the most general case, by more than one DABS and more than one ATCRBS
interrogator. Among the reporting sensors, the ftied preferred/supple-
mentary assignments would presumably be given very much consideration
in making a selection, and, indeed, could be used exclusively. The DABS
reports, however, could be judged further on the basis of any of several
parameters of the reports: Mode C, Mode 3 /A, Radar Reinforcement,
Radar Subs titution, Data Relay, Surveillance File No. , Cotiidence, and
Code in Transition. (False Target indication is not included since reports
labeled as false shodd not be selected when another report is available. )
Preference in selection should tend to favor the following indicator values:
Mode c denoting present, Mode 3/A and Radar Reinforcement each ~dica- ‘
ting present, Radar Substitution and Data Relay each designating not pres -
ent, Surveillance File No. indicating nonzero, Confidence indicating high,
and Code in Transition designating no.

A selection rule using some of these parameters could utilize a nu-
merical’ score, giving much importance to the bas ic preference as signment.
fn order that the scoring scheme encompass reports from ATCRBS sensors
(which lack some of the indicators), both positive and negative scores shodd
be assigned. A hypothetical selection s coring is:
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1) t5 points for preferred status, O for supplementary

2) +1 petit each for Mode C or Mode 3/A = present, O for

3) O for Radar Substitution = not present, -4 for present

4) t2 for Surveillance File No. = nonzero, -2 for zerO

. 5) tl for Cofiidence = high, -1 for low

6) tl for Code in Transition = 110, -1 for yes.

not present

The report with the highest associated score would be selected. The parti-
cukr scores in this example were chosen somewhat arbitrarily, with no at-
tempt at optimization. Obviously, more or less elaborate schemes codd be
used.

The final case to be considered is that of a DABS-equipped aircraft
being reported by both DABS and ATCRBS interrogators . This situation
may seem abnormal, since the usual operation of DABS specifies locki~ out
DABS transponders to ATCRBS interrogations. However, it will be co-on
in regions where military interrogators cannot be locked out, and near the
bomdaries of DABS coverage.

A DABS sensor will uulock transponders to ATCRBS interrogations
prior to their leaving a DABS zone tito an ATCRBS zone (see Fig. 1) in
order that DABS -equipped aircraft will be visible to the ATCRBS sengor. h
this way, continuity of surveillance is provided across the bowdary. The
rule of s electing the reportg could be based on proximity, i. e. , in regiOns I
and IIa, select gensor A; in regiOns IIb and III, select B. HOwevers ‘n ‘e-
gion IIb it will be desirable to use sensOr A fOr dah link service for DABS
targets. Because of this consideration, one may wish to make a different
choice that favors DABS.

In addition to these geographic considerations, it may be desirable to
include algo a scoring gcheme in the decision algorithm similar to those de-
scribed above. This option may be needed particularly to cover the case of
more than one source of DABS or AT CRBS reports.

The foregoing discussion of report selection assumes that ATC facili-
ties continue to base their gurvefilance processing on data from a stigle
sensor. If there should be a change to mdtiple-sensor tracking, the situa-
tion becomes quite different. Scortig systems comparable to those shown
codd then be usefd as inputs to a weight as signmmt scheme for the track-
ing algorithm.
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2. 2.2 Track hitiation and Report-to-Track Correlation

For DABS-equipped aircraft, track identification is easily maintained
by means of the unique DABS address. Correlation of DABS reports to each
other and to a DABS track file is therefore trivial.

When a new DABS aircraft is reported (one whose address is not pres-
ent in the files), it will probably be desirable to examine whether or not the
report represents a continuation of an exis ti~ ATCRBS track. To aid in
this ktid of correlation, the ATC facility may wish to know the ATCRBS
Mode 3/A code for the new aircraft. Since the DABS sensor does not rou-
tinely provide Mode 3/A code, the ATC facility would generate a request for
the information using the two -way data link. (This kind of commmications
transaction is described further in Section 3, together with other data link
activity that may occur to initialize new aircraft. ) The DABS sensor would
reply (after its next interrogation) with an A TCRBS ~ message. The COT-
responding AT CRBS track, ff any, could then be continued as a DABS track.

For ATCRBS -equipped aircraft, the situation is quite different, but
essentially the same as the present-day problem of beacon track initiation
and report-to-track correlation. Therefore, the algorithms used could be
left mchanged. However, the DABS correlation and tracking of ATRCBS
aircraft results in valuable additional information in the form of a Surveil-
lance File Number for all aircraft reports correlating with a track. The
use of this number is optional and could range from no use at all to com-
plete reliance on the DABS correlation (i. e. , bypassing of the facility’s own
algorithms ). The latter seems udikely since correlation procedures wodd
have to be maintained in any case for reports from non-DABS sources. The
Surveillance Ffle Number would possibly be used in a modified correlation
algorithm, in which weight is given in favor of the known DABS correlation.
Any use of a Surveillance File Nwber, of course, implies storing the n--
her in the ATC track files. For the case of mdtiple reporting DABS sensors,
provision would have to be made for storing more than one such number,
each with its corresponding source code (DABS sensor ID). The tagging of
DABS reports with source code will, in fact, be generally useful for targets
of all types.

2. 2.3 Controller Display of SurveiUance Reports

The surveillance data for aircraft reported by DABS sensors are
based on the reports selected as indicated in Section 2.2.1. For ATCRBS
reports, the display wotid presuably show the same information, format,
and symbology as currently used by NAS. For DABS aircraft, there are
some additional possibilities.

First, it appears to be desirable to distinguish DABS from ATCRBS
aircraft on the plan view display. E feasible, special target symbols shodd
be used. The data block will be the same as for ATCRBS, except that
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ATCRBS codes (other than emergency codes) will not necessarily be in-
cluded. An Alert condition or emergency code may cause the data block, or
part of it, to be especially emphasized.

Next, it may be desirable to provide for display of supplementary al-
phanumeric da~, preferably at the selection of the controller. This data
should probably not be shown on the plan view but on a supplementary dis -
play in conjmction with the display of communications mes sages (see Sec-
tion 3.3). The information displayed shodd perha~ include, minimally, the
aircraft identification, the data link capability (defined in Section 3), and the
ATCRBS ID code (if present).

Finally, the ATC facility software shodd pay special attention to air-
craft identification codes for DABS targets. All displayed information for
a DABS aircraft, whether in the data block or in other displays, should be
tagged by the voice call sign corresponding to the controller’s practice. k-
formation flow betieen DABS and the ATC facifity will identify DABS air -
craft by the 24-bit DABS address code, which is an encoded version of the
aircraft registration number. For most aircraft, this number is the voice
call sign, so that the display software need, at most, perform a recoding of
the information. For commercial and some military aircraft, however, it
will be necessary to perform conversions betieen tail number (DABS ad-
dress ) and voice call sign (flight number) [Ref. 3]. The information needed
to make the correspondence is included in an ,, extended data link capability

report, ,, which is sent by DABS On request. The request for this informa-
tion shodd be generated routtiely on all a~licable new DABS targets (see
Sectim 3.2.4, Paragraph E). Equivalent information might alternatively be
available from flight plans.

3.0 AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS

3.1 Characteristics of Air-Gromd Data Link

Communication, by means of the DABS air -ground data link, between
an ATC facility and a pilot is actually a process that uses two data links:g in
succession. In its basic form, the process consists of (1) a message trans-
mitted from the ATC facility to a DABS sensor, (2) processing that message
by the DABS sensor computer to set up a ground-to-air message, and (3) ‘
transmissim of the uplink message. In practice, a complete transaction in-
volves additional transrnis sions h perform the link protocols, including such
functions as pilot acknowledgments.

A communication from a pflot to the ATC facility involves a similar
sequence of steps in the opposite order, tith an additional step at the

‘:In this report the two-way data link between a DABS sensor and an ATC
facility will be referred to as the “ground link” for brevity. The link be-
tween a DABS sensor and a transponder will be referred to as the “air link, “
comprised of an ‘ hplink” and a ‘Ho-link. ‘‘
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beginning to request the use of the air-to-ground channel. This step is
necessary because the do-link is under the control of the sensor, not the
transponder. The transaction begins when the pilot arranges his message
on an input device and pushes a ‘ ‘send” button. This causes a flag to be set
(the “B”’ bit) in every subsequent standard transponder reply. When the sen-
sor reads the B bit, it knows that a message is waiting and schedules an
interrogation calling for a long (Comm -B) reply containing the message
data. After the Comm-B message has been received, the sensor sends UP
a signal (CB) in a subsequent interrogation that resets the B bit and indicates
to the pilot that the transaction has been completed. This prOcess is re-
ferred to as “message extraction. “

!.
Each of the data link message transmissions requires the use of a

protocol that protects the message against loss and closes the communica-
tion loop by notifying the originator when the message has been received or
if it cannOt be delivered. The detailed message formats and the associated
protocols for the air link are presented in Reference 3. FOr the grOund
link, comparable material is presented in Reference 1, with a summary Of
formats in Appendix B of this report.

In the remainder of this section, some general characteristics of mes -
sage handling are discussed, the information content of every message type

is summarized (under the headings of uplink, respOnse tO Uplink, and dOWn -
link messages), and some additional properties of the ground link are given.

3. 1. 1 DABS Message Routing

In connection with message handling, it is Useful tO cOnsider IPC as
functionally distinct from DABS sensor processing. Thus, IPC acts as an
originator and recipient of messages (1) to aircraft, using the collocated
DABS sensor and also adjacent sensors, (2) to ATC facilities, and (3) to
adjacent IPCS. In this sense, IPC, like ATC, is treated as another exter-
nal user of DABS communications.

For purposes of delivering messages, DABS sensors nOrmally act
independently, even though they may be netted and two or more sensors may
be interrogating the same aircraft. Thus, if a sensor receives a message
for an aircraft, it will attempt delivery without knowledge of whether or ,not
other sensors are also handling the same message. Also, if a sensor is
experiencing difficulty in delivering a mess age (because of link failure),
there is no procedure for handing off the task to another sensor. Communi-
cations, unlike surveillance, are handled noncooperatively among sensors

. except for the data relay mode, as discussed belOw. This characteristic of
the, DABS sYstem implies that, for uplink messages, the originator must

choose which sensor(s) will handle the delivery. More specifically, the
routing should probably be determined by the ATC facility computer, though
manual intervention may be desirable.

For pilot-originated mes sages, the situation is a little different. Mul-
tiple sensors could not be permitted to handle such messages freely without



I

I
risking the loss of messages uuder some circumstances. Therefore, tie
“primary/secondary 1t a~~ignment scheme is used to prevent more t~n One

sensor from attempting extraction of a pilot message. There is still no
direct cooperation between sensors in handlhg such a mes sage; however,
k case of a persistent Ii& failure, there is provision for handing off the
,,pri_ryf I designation to a second sensor, at which time the Original “pri-

mary” becomes “secondary”. With the accephnce of primary status, the
sensor is then responsible for attempting mes sage extraction.

Care is &ken that the data li~ is protected in the management of pri-
mary/secondary assignments, i. e. , simdbneous dual primary assignment
(which could cause undetected loss of a pilot message) is strictly avoided.
Situations in which no sensor acts as primary (which could cause delivery
delay) cannot be totally avoided, but wfil only occur as brief transients if a
second sensor has coverage of the aircraft. If an aircraft crOsses a bOund -

ary that triggers hand-off of the primary assigment, such hand-off is in-
hibited mtil any pilot- origtiated downlink transaction in progress is com-
pleted.

The DABS sensor receiving a downlink mes sage has responsibility for
routing the resulting output on the available gro~d li~s. men fie dOwn-
link is a specific response to a particular ATC facility input, the message
wiU be directed to ofly that user. When the downlink is pilot-originated,
the DABS sensor will disseminate the output, following the same diss emina -
tion -P that is used for surveillance data outputs.

Additional procedures apply to a sensor operating in the data relay
mode (see 2. 1.2 for a definition of this mode). As with surveillance reports,
the operation of the data relay mode for uplink messages depends on the pre-
election of a DABS sensor as a relayer with respect to a particular uncon-
nected sensor /ATC pair, and on the aircraft in question betig in a coasted
track state maintained by track data from the unconnected sensor. H a
message is to be relayed to an unconnected sensor, part of the procedure of
the relaying sensor is to prefix the message with the sender m code (of the
Origimting ATC facility), so fiat the receivtig sensor will know where tO

direct any response messages. The decision of whether to relay a particu-
lar message and what other procedures the relaying sensor shodd use are a
function of message type and priority. The rules are given below for each ,
message type in Section 3. 1.3 and 3. 1.4. All sensor response messages
(3. 1.4) and downlink messages (3. 1. 5) which are received from an reco-
nnected sensor and addressed to an unconnected ATC are always relayed.

I 3. 1.2 Data Delays

I
An uplink message received at a DABS sensor undergoes processing

by several softiare routines before it is available for transmission to an
aircraft. The resulting delay in delivery depends not only on the time re-
quired to execute processing but more particularly on rates at which tasks
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are performed (the reading of input buffers and the cycling of software rou-
tines ). For the engtieering development version of DABS sensors, an up-
per limit of 1/8 of an antenm scan period is specified for the total duration
of such delays. For a 4-see rotating antema, the worst case of processing
delay that could result would be O. 5 sec. DowAink messages have a corres -
pending maximum processing delay specified as 3/32 of a scan period, or
O. 375 sec for a 4-see rotator.

These processing delays are, of course, only one component of the
total time that may elapse between the initiation of a message and its receipt.
The entire chain of delays may include, for an upli~ message: ( 1 ) process-
ing within the A TC computer, (2) processing and waiting time at the ground
link transmiss ion interface, ( 3 ) ground ltik transit time including possible
delays for “reject” replies and subsequent retransmission in cases of link
difficulties, (4) processing time at the DABS ground link receive interface,
(5) DABS software processing delays, (6) waiting time for antenna to reach
aircraft azimuth, and ( 7 ) uplink transit time including possible delays for re -
transmissions in cases of link difficulties. Item 6 is never larger than one
antenna scan period, and is equal to 1/2 scan period on the average, since
message initiation times are uncorrelated with aircraft beam positions.
Item 7 may be substantial if” a link fade extends over an entire beam dwell
period. For downlink messages, the delays occur in reverse order but are
comparable. In some cases, there wfll be an additional 1 -scan delay be-
tween transmission of a pilotls , Isend!l request and the subsequent extrac-

tion of his message. However, both of these downlink transmissions may
occur within the same beam dwell (except for downli& Extended Length
Message (ELMs), which always require at least a second scan). Meseages
handled under the Data Relay mode undergo additional delays for proces sing
by the relaying sensor and for transmission on the sensor-to-sensor link.

Uplink messages are characterized by a simple system of priority
handling, which has some bearing on delivery service. Such messages
(other than ELMs ) carry an explicit l-bit tag representing either ‘)high” or
‘ ‘standard’( priority. me tag is supplied by the message originator, either
by manual tiput or automatically by his input device or message processor.
In the absence of this tag, the default value $,standard,, is assumed by DABS,

The priority classes are fixed, rather than time-varying, and ELMs are
implicitly assigned to a third priority class below “standard. “ Priority
level does not affect handling of a message on the ground Iink or in most of
the DABS processing. It does affect the order of message delivery on the
uplink, but the effect will only be nOticeabIe in cases Of heavy queueing Of
messages to a given aircraft or of a large total number of transactions
involving aircraft within a beamwidth. In such cases of heavy link loading,
a low priority assignment would increase the probability that transmission
of the message is delayed until the next scan.



Somewhat related to the question of delivery delays is the uplink mes -
sage parameter “expiration time, ,, ~hi=h is ~ user supplied input similar tO

priority, with a standard default value supplied by DABS. It defines the ‘um-
ber of scans during which a DABS sensor will continue to attempt delivery of
the message. The value of expiration time, therefore, should be chosen tO
express the useful lifetime of the message. If a prolonged link failure
should result in a message expiring before delivery, the sender is notified
of that fact. (Notification of successful delivery is also sent as soon as it is
known. ) The expiration time is thus the approximate maximum time during
which the sender of a message may be in doubt regarding its successful de -
livery; in this sense it represents an upper bound to the range of possible
data delay times.

3. 1. 3 Uplink Messages

Among the messages that are defined for the link from an ATC facility
to a DABS sensor, six specific types are classified as “uplink messages. “
Each of these messages carries a distinctive 8-bit type code, and the full
format for each is given in Appendti B. The idormation content as well as
the DABS sensor handling of each type are characterized in the following
paragraphs.

A. Tactical Uplink. This is the basic message for transmitting infer -
matiofi from ATC to a pilot. Each tactical uplink message transmitted on the
ground link causes a DABS sensor to dispatch from one to four Comm-A up-
link transmissions to a particular DABS-equipped aircraft. Each C~mm-A
transmission, which corresponds to a “segment” of the full message, will be
delivered strictly in the order in which it is input. The tactical uplink for-
mat includes a DABS Address to identify the intended aircraft, a message
number (MSG No. ) to permit references to the uplink message in DABS re-
sponse message s,expiration time and priority (EXP, P) as discussed in
Section 3. 1.2, segment count (SC), and message text (MA), which contains
the actual data to be sent on the uplink. The ~ field is repeated as many
times as indicated by the contents of the SC field. Each MA field consists of
56 bits, which are not titerpreted by the DABS sensor but are used intact as
the MA field of the Comm-A interrogation format [Ref. 3]. Coding for this ,
field must satisfy the requirements of the particular output device for which
the message is intended and of the l,standard message interface” associated

with the DABS transponder [Ref. 4]. These requirements specify certain
control bits at the beginning of the MA field, including a pilOt ac~Owledg -
ment request bit (AR), and (minimally) an output device address code (MDES ).
If the device is capable of displaying a multisegment message, further data
fields are needed withti MA to address a particular segment of the display
and otherwise control its operation. An example of a device of this type is
the ~6-character !,ATC message di~playll specified as part of the DABS

engtieering development model procurement [Ref. 5].



When a tactical uplink message is received at a DABS sensor, the

handling procedure begins with acceptance testing (described in Section
3.1. 4) and then, if the message is accepted, a Comm-A transaction is gen-
erated for each segment. Short transactions ( surveillance interrogations )

already listed for the aircraft will be lengthened to become Comm-A(s k ad-
ditional new transactions are generated as required. The delivery sequence
is fixed by the origiml order of the MA fields since no new transaction is
attempted until the preceding one has succeeded. U the tactical uplink mes -
sage is addressed to an aircraft for which the data relay mode applies, it is
relayed to the unconnected sensor for uplink delivery. Further, if the prior-
ity of the message is ‘rhigh’f, the relaying sensor also attempts uplink de -
livery; if priority is “standard”, only relayed delivery will take place. Fur -
ther processing of tactical uplink messages to provide a user response is
described in Section 3.1.4.

B. ELM Uplink. This message type is used for longer messages,
perhap~for use with teletype -like output devices rather than special purpose
displays. The protocol associated with ELMs is intended to make more ef-
ficient use of the air -ground channel than is possible with standard ( Comm-A
and Comm-B ) transmissions, which require two -way transmissions for each
segment. The ELM Uplink format includes DABS address, message number,
and expiration time defined as for tactical uplink. The remainder of the
message is a !Ilength,, parameter, which is a segment counter wifi a maxi-

mum value of 16 segments, and an ELM test field. The ELM text is vari-
able in length in multiples of 80 bits, with a maximum of 1280 (16 x 80). U
longer messages were to be sent, they wodd have to be subdivided and would
be treated by DABS as independent ELMs.

The ELM text field is not interpreted by the DABS sensor but is used
intact in a sequence of Comm-C uplink transmissions. Coding for this field
must satisfy the requirements of an ELM output device (not specified at pres -
ent): there are no additional requirements imposed by the DABS transponder
or its data link.

DABS processing of ELM Uplink messages is comparable to that of
tactical uplinks. One difference is that the entire message will normally ,be
set up as a single transaction, eliciting only one reply to all segments.
Since any segment may fail to be delivered, there is provision for retrans -
mission of ody those segments. This procedure implies that the order in
which segments are received at the output device is not predictable. Since
the segments are explicitly numbered (by the DABS sensor processing ),
there is no difficulty caused by this. Further details of ELM delivery pro-
tocol are given in References 3 and 6. ELM Uplink messages are never re-
layed even if the data relay mode applies (because of their low priority and
considerable length).



C. Request for Downlink Data. This message is used to obtain a read-
out from a device on a DABS -equipped aircraft, using the air -to-ground

Comm-B transmission, The format contains several fields identical with
tactical uplink data fields (DABS Address, message number, EXP and P),
and an additional one: the 4 -bit device address (MSRC ). The handllng Of

this message by a DABS sensor consists of acceptance testing (see Section
3. 1.4 ) followed by setting up a transaction to extract the desired informs -
tion via the downlink. H a transaction is already waiting that consists of a
standard unsynchronized interrogation with a short reply, this transaction is
modified to handle the downlink request by changing the reply length to ?’long”
(RL = 1 ) and copying the MSRC field. E not, an additional interrogation is
scheduled for this purpose. u the data relay mode applies, messages Of this
tYPe are alwaYs relaYed, according to the same rules as for Tactical Uplink

(with priority !thighllor !Istandard,,), Further processing of the received re-
ply is summarized in Section 3. 1.5.

D. ATCRBS ID Request. Since DABS transponders incorporate an
A TCRBS capability, provision is included tO read Out the MOde 3/A cOde via
the DABS link. The ID request is logically similar to a request for down-
link data, except that the Comm-B downlink is not required. Instead, the
standard reply transmission format (short or long) may include the Mode
3/A code in place of altitide. The ATCRBS ID request format comprises
simply a DABS address and message number; m other parameters are
needed. Handling of the ID request by a DABS sensor consists of acceptance
testing and setting Up the desired transaction. E a transaction is already
waiting that calls for a standard unsynchronized reply with altitude, it will
be modified to extract the Mode 3/A code (by setting AI = 1 in the interroga -
tion), provided that altitude is already available from an earlier transac -
tion within the same scan. Qtherwise, a new surveillance transaction is set

up with AI = 1. U the data relay mode applies, an A TCRBS ID request will
be relayed and local delivery will also be attempted. Handling Of the ryP,lY
data is described in Section 3.1.5. (It shodd be noted that, without waltlng
for a request, a DABS sensor will routinely ask for a Mode 3/A reply from
any newly acquired DABS-equipped aircraft. )

E. Message Cancellation Request. StrictlY speaking, this is nOt an
uplink message. However, it is a request to cancel the delivery of an uplink ‘
message and consequently is included here. Two types of uplink messages
are subject to cancellation requests: tactical and ELM. The other types do

not result in a display of data to the pilot; hence, it is not necessary to prO -
vide for cancellation. The format contains the usual fields for DABS ad-
dress and message number, and the referenced message number and type
code that identify the message to be cancelled. (Referenced type code is
not basic but is required for convenience in processing. ) DABS sens Or

handling consists of acceptance testing and then deleting the message frOm
the files in which it maY be present. Of course, the cancellation may fail
because delivery has already taken Place. E the message tO be cancelled
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has multiple segments (whether tactical or ELM), all segments will be de -
leted even though some of them may have already been delivered. Following
the attempt to delete, there is no further speci~lc response to the cancellation
request. Thus, if the cancellation is successful, the A TC facility will hear
nothing further concerning the original message. H unsuccessful, the ATC
facility will receive the usual response to the original message. k either
case, there is no reply to the cancellation message itself. U the data relay
mode applies, this type of message will be relayed and local delivery
attempted also.

F, Data Link Capability Request. This message is a request for the
6 -bit rata field !ldata link capability, 1! which identifies, as far as possible,

the configuration of output and input devices associated with a particular
DABS transponder. The message format contains no parameters other than
the DABS address. Obviously, the capability information is needed by an
A TC facility before it attempts sending uplink messages to the aircraft. A
DABS sensor fundamentally obtains this information from an all-call reply,
and mainta ius it in the surve fllance file. H it acquires a new aircraft by
handoff from an adjacent sensor rather than by all-call, the capability in-
formation is passed on along with the track. Thus, receipt of this request
mes sage does not trigger any particdar uplink transmissions. hstead, the
desired information is simply retrieved from the surveillance file and the
appropriate output message is generated and transmitted to the requesting
facility. Since the appropriate response is available locally, this type of
message is never relayed under the data relay mode.

3. 1.4 Sensor Response Messages

Sensor responses to uplink messages do not strictly fall under the
heading of ATC/aircraft communications, since they do not directly make
use of the air link. However, they are an important part of the uplink mes -
sage deIivery protocol. Response messages are generated by the DABS
sensor as part of tio distinct processes that take place sequentially follow-
ing receipt of an upltik message. The first process is acceptance testing,
which determines the deliverability of each uplink message of whatever
type. The second process is that of teckical acknowledgment, and it is ,
carried out after uplink transmission on either of two uplink message types
(tactical and ELM), provided that they have passed the acceptance test.
There are two types of response messages, and they correspond exactly to
the tio processes.

A Message Rejection/Delay Notice. Acceptance testing of each up-
link m-consists of a search of the DABS sensor surveillance file for
the aircraft addressed and a test on the track state of that aircraft. There
are five possible outcomes to the acceptance testing:



1) Rejectim: If the aircraft addressed is not listed in the surveillance

file, the message is not deliverable, and a rejection/delay notice is
generated that indicates “rejection”.

2) Delay: H the aircraft is listed but is in a state of low track quality,
a notice is generated that indicates “delay”. Low track quality in-
cludes acquisition states in which the track is not yet fully established,
as well as coast states in which link failure is being experienced. ti
the latter case, the track maybe maintained with the use of external
data; homver, the case in which the data relay mode applies is not
ticluded here.

3) Data relay, with 10 cal delivery: U the data relay mode applies and
the message is one of those types listed in 3. 1.3 fOr which 10cal de-
livery is attempted in addition to relaying, a nOtice is generated that
indicates !,relayed delivery being attempted (delay)”. This type of
notice conditions the ATC facility to expect further responses from
both sensors.

4) Data r clay, without local delivery: H the data relay mode applies but
the message is one of those types for which local delivery is not at-
tempted, no rejectionldelay nOtice is generated. ReSPOnses ‘iii be
generated in the usual way by the unconnected sensor.

5) Acceptance: If the aircraft is listed in full track state, no notice Of
this type is issued.

Thus, acceptance testing resdts in an output in ody the exceptional
case of difficulty in deliverability. Following issuance of a rejection notice,
the referenced message is deleted. Following a delay notice, the message
is handled as if there had been full acceptance, but with the expectation Of
a delay in delivery.

The message format contains three data fields: the usual DABS ~-
dress, the referenced message number, and the “qualifier, “ which may
take on any of three value.?, “rejection”, “delay”, and “relaYed ‘elivery
being attempted (delay )‘’. “. It should be noted that message numbers (and ‘
hence referenced message numbers) have fOur bits, which permit ‘he ‘am-
biguous handling of as many as 16 simultaneous uplink message transactions
of all types to a single aircraft.

B. Message Delivery Notice. When a tactical uplink message seg-
ment lS dellvered b y means of a Comm-A transmission, the received

‘k!!Relayed delive~y being attempted (delay )!! is encoded as a binary 111O”.

This supersedes the definition “IO = not used” in Ref. [1].
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transponder reply constitutes a technical acknowledgment of the receipt
of that segment, For segments of ELM uplink messages, the procedure is
more elaborate but similarly results in technical acknowledgments specific
to each segment. Whenever all segments of an uplink message (either tac-
tical or ELM) have been acknowledged in this manner, the DABS sensor
generates a message delivery notice for the originator that indicates suc-
cessful delivery. M any segment is not acknowledged on the downlink, the
sensor will continue to attempt delivery until the expiration time of the
message is reached. If all or part of the message remains undelivered at
expiration, a delivery notice is generated that indicates failure. In this
way, each tactical or ELM uplink that has not been rejected as undeliverable
is sent as soon as success or failure has been determined. Delivery no-
tices are not used in the cases of a request for downlink data or the
A TCRBS ID request because each of those types results in a specific down-
link reply when successfully delivered.

The delivery notice format is comprised of three data fields: DABS
address, referenced message number, and delivery indicator (DI). The
latter is a two-valued parameter with values indicating “message success -
fully delivered” and “message expired undelivered. “

3. 1.5 Downlink Messages

Among the messages that are defined for the ground link from DABS
to ATC, five specific types are classed as !’downlink messages. “ As with
uplink messages, each of these messages carries a wique type code and
has a format included in Appendix B, Downlink messages are generated by
the DABS sensor as a result of information received via the DABS downlink.
Such information may originate with the pilot or it may result directly from
a previous uplink message. Each of the five types is characterized in the
following paragraphs.

A. Tactical Downlink. A tactical downlink message is generated
whenever a DABS sensor receives a Comm-B reply. As presently defined,
a tactical downlink message is comprised of a single segment of data; con-
sequently, if an airborne device is used that generates more than one
Comm-B segment, separate independent messages will result. The tac~ical
message generated will be routed to either: (1) all ATC facilities receiving
DABS surveillance data on the aircraft if the Comm-B was extracted at the
request of the pilot, or (2) the specific ATC facility that has need of the in-
formation if the Comm-B resulted from an earlier request for downlink data
transmitted by an A TC facility. No other actions are taken by the DABS
sensor, except to send up a resetting signal (CB) in the case of a pilot-origi-
nated Comm-B. (This serves to free the charnel for any subsequent pilot
tl~endll request and to indicate tec~ical acknowledgment. ) There is no limit

to the number of ground-requested Comm - Bs; but only one pilot-initiated
transaction for a given aircraft may be pending at one time, and only the
DABS sensor designated “primary” will handle it.
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The downlink message format is comprized of two fields: The DABS
address of the sending aircraft and the 5 6-bit message data (MB), which is
copied directly from the Comm-B reply. Any desired control data, such
as input device ID, must be coded into the MB field. The MB field is not
interpreted by the DABS sensor.

B. ELM Downlink. This type of message closely resembles its up-
link counterpart b function and structure. It is always pilot originated: as
with tactical downlinks, only one such message at a time can be in process
from a given aircraft and only the DABS primary sensor for that aircraft
will attempt to extract it. The message corresponds to a sequence of spe-
cial ( Comm-D) repliee, each containing one segment of data.

The message format consists of three data fields: The DABS address
of the sending aircraft, the ‘ ‘length’{ parameter specifying the number of
segments in the mes sage, and the ELM text, which is variable in length in
multiples of 80 bits to a -ximum of 1280. The text field is assembled by
copying the MD fields of the Comm - D replies in this proper sequence.
These fields are not interpreted by the DABS sensor.

c. Pilot Acknowledgment. There are tio modes available in DABS
for handling pilot acknowledgments to tactical uplink messages. k one
mode, pilot response buttons are an integral part of the uplink display de -
vice, and their use triggers a request to send a Comm-B downlink that con-
tains the pilot response data. When received at the DABS sensor, this
downlink reply generates a tactical downlink meesage output that the sensor
does not distinguish from any other pilotariginated tactical downlink. At
least one planned device for ATC uplink messages will handle acknowledg-
ments in this manner [Ref. 5]. (pilot respOnses, if any, tO ELM uplink
mes sages will similarly make use of the ELM downlinks. ) Responees han-
dled in this mode are of no further concern here.

The other mode provides a method for transmitting pilot acknowledg-
ments from transponders that may not have an associated Comm-B capa-
bility. This mode is available in all DABS transponders. Its use is pre -
sently planned for an IPC/PWI display; it is not clear whether or not any
A TC message output devices will also make use of it. k this mode, the
pilot responee data are transmitted in a data field ( PBUT) present in every
standard DABS reply, long or short. Any DABS sensor receivkg a reply
with PBUT will react to it, whether or not the sensor is designated pri-
mary for that aircraft. The sensor reeponse consists of transmitting a
resetting eignal (CP) to the transponder and generating a downlink mes -
sage of the type ‘Ipilot acknowledgment. ‘f ~is message contains two data

fields: DABS address and PBUT, which takes on the two values “will com-
ply” and ‘Icannot comply. !! The message is sent, as other pilot-originated

messages, to all ATC facilities that are receiving surveillance reports on
the aircraft. Note that the message contents, as well as their rOuting, are
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nonspecific, i. e. , the message being acknowledged is not explicitly refer -
enced, nor is the cockpit display device identified.

D. A TCRBS ID Code. This message is generated whenever a DABS
sensor receives a reply from a DABS transponder containing Mode 3/A
code. Such a reply may occur for any of several reasons: ( 1 ) an ATCRBS
ID code request is received from a system user, (Z) the pilot has pushed
his “alert” button indicating his wish to have his code read out, ( 3 ) the
pilot has dialed an emergency code 7600 or 7700, or (4) the aircraft has
been newly acquired by the DABS sensor. ff the reply with code results
from a code request message from a single facility, the resulting output
message is transmitted to only that user. In all other cases, the ATCRBS
ID code message is transmitted to all facilities receiving surveillance re -
ports on the particular aircraft. The message format contains only the
DABS address and the 12-bit Mode 3/A code.

E. Data Link Capability. This ~nessage is used to report the 6-bit
capability field received in all-call replies. It is generated either ( 1 ) when
a new DABS aircraft. is acquired, or (2) when requested by an A TC facility
by means of a data link capability request message. In the latter case, the
message is transmitted to ody the requesting A TC facility: in the former
case, to all facilities receiving surveillance reports. The message format
simply contains the DABS address and the capability field.

3. 1.6 Gromd Link Protocol

Messages between DABS sensors and ATC facilities will conform to
the protocol and formats of the Common ICAO Data Wterchange Network
(cIDIN) for a balanced point- to-pOint cOnfiguratiOn [Ref. 11. ~ order to
place in context the description of ground link messages (in Sections 3. 1.3
to 3. 1. 5), tie principal characteristics of the CIDIN link protocol are
briefly summarized here.

Ground link messages correspond to CIDIN “frames. “ The message
data, which has been described as if it were the entire message, is the
,Ilink data fieldll within the frame. The rest of the frame is comprised ,of
contrOl fields including: beginning and end flags, station addres S, frame

sequence number, command code, and frame check sequence (a parity code
that protects the entire frame excludfig flags). mere are six cOmmand
code values defining various types of frames. The basic data message is of
the command type “exchange” (X). After receiving an X frame, the receiv-
ing station will reply with one of three types of response frames: “accept”
(A) if the X frame is satisfactory, !!reject!! (Nl) if ~ paritY e~~or is detected,

or IIreject” (Nz) if some other error regardirlg format is found. A reject

response causes retransmission of the original X command. H no response
is received during a time-out period, the sendiug station sends an “enquire”
(E) command, again requesting a response. Finally, there is a “reset” (R)
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command that causes the receiving station to re -initialize its frame se-
quence numbering, which othe~ise advances seriallY.

The purpose of this protocol is to help provide confidence and relia-
bility in the ground link operation. None of the protocol operation, other
than parity encoding and error detection, involves the link data field con-
tents (message data). The protocol operation (including formatting of
frames ) is achieved by special interface hardware at each end of the link.
Logically, it may be thought of as operating Outside the data PrOcessOrs Of
the DABS sensor and the ATC facility, even though in implementation it
could share the use of these processors. k this sense, the entire CIDIN
protocol is transparent to the sensor/ATC facility message processtig pre-
viously described.

These considerations apply not only to the air-ground communications
designated in Section 3, but also to the other ground-link communications

designated in Section 4. ti the remainder of this report, CIDIN protocol
considerations will not be mentioned again, and “messages” On the grOund
link will by synonymous to the “link data fields. “

3.2 Actions by Control Facility to Use Air-Ground Data Link

This section consists of: ( 1 ) general cons ideations relating to mes -
sage handling capability in an A TC facility, (2) actions involved specifically
in the generation of messages to pilots, and (3) actions relating to the titer-
pretation of air-to-ground messages.

The incorporation of an air -ground data link capability raises many
questions regardtig the operational procedures of an ATC facility and re-
sulting system design modifications. With the aid of information that will be
gained from DABS testing at NAFEC, these issues should be addressed as
part of the plaming for implementing DABS and its integration with NAS.

3. 2.1 Message Handling Capability

In order to make use of the DABS dab link, an A TC facility will need ‘
to add certain kinds of capability, both hardware and software. There is nO
attempt here to state design or modification requirements, but Only tO sug-
gest some functional areas that are involved in message handling. Some of
the capability described may already exist or be easily achievable; other
parts may tivolve substantial modification to existing equipment.

A. Gromd Link kterface. Processing hardware (and software) is
needed for both the receive and transmit channels to perform message for-
matting and carry out the protocol summarized in Section 3. 1. 6



B. Uplink W,essage Process hg. The main software task to be per-
formed for an uplink message is to select the appropriate DABS sensor (or
sensors) by which the message will be transmitted. This can be achieved
by providtig access for the message handling routfies to the facilityis sur-
veillance data file where the identities of currently reporting DABS sensors
and their primary/secondary status are stored for each aircraft. Follow-
ing this selection, the message is routed to the appropriate output por”t or
buffer. There may be other subsidiary tasks as well, such as message re-
formatting, character code conversions, and translattig the aircraft flight
number inti the standard DABS address (in cases where these differ).

c. Downlink ““(and Response toUplink) MessageProcessing. For all
incoming. messages, the main task iri sOftware is rOuting the message. tO the
appropriate output terminal or memory 10catiOn. This is accomplished
with the aid of surveillance fiieiriformation that can be used to correlate th’e
r.essage with an aircraft positien and, “hence, with a particular controller
station. ~~~Message data, such as type code, may be useful to specify a par- ~~~
tic !Aar output device. For response toupltik.. messag~s, it”~will” be lleces., .
sar.y to make the association with the refe~.enced m,essageand act accord.-..
ingly. Subsidiary ta”sks may involve code conversions, messag~ reformat-
ting,.. and DABSaddress conversion.

D. Internal “Communication Lines. These lines are. needed to trans -
mit messages between the message processing equipment and various 1/0
stations.

E. 1/0 Devices. These devices should be capable of displaytig up-
link messages as they are originated and at least for the duration of the
transaction that they trigger. Related response messages and pilot acknow-
ledgments should be displayed in a reamer that the status of the uplink mes -
sage is always visible. Message status display could include internal as
well as DABS-supplied parameters. For example, a sequence of displayed
status values could include symbols that indicate:

1) Transmission pending
2) Awaiting ground link transmission

‘) Awaiting uplink transmission
4) Uplink technical acknowledgment received
~) Awaiting pilot response
6) Pilot wilco received

Dowdink messages should be displayed ti a reamer such that they may
be read in the context of any current uplink messages tivolving the same
aircraft. The message display should also make available (perhaps at
ope rater request) other information, such as data link capabili~, relating
to the aircraft. It may be desirable to integrate the message device with
the display of flight plan idorrnation.
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3. 2.2 Uplink Message Generation

The general actions involved in producing uplink messages are di-
rectly implied by the material in Section 3. 1. 3 and 3.2. 1. Note that the
presence of a possible data relay mode does not affect the ATC generation
of uplink messages. A few additional points should be made regarding
specific message types.

A. Tactical Uplink Message. To produce a tactical uplink message,
the originator must of course supply the requisite data: DABS aircraft ID
and message text, including segment count, Expiration time and priority
are optional, and the message number will be supplied by the processing
equipment. One additional optional parameter may be useful. For maxi-
mum speed and reliability, it may be desirable to transmit urgent mes -
sages via all available DABS sensors. This may be accomplished by tag -
ging the message with a priority designation that indicates such “multi-
I ink!’ handling. This designation would not become part of the link data
field but would be appropriately interpreted by the message routing soft-
ware within the ATC facility processor. Mdtiple copies of the message
would then be sent out over the links to the different DABS sensors. men
multilink delivery is not specified, the mes sage would be routed to the
DABS primary sensor.

B. ELM Uplinks. For ELM uplinks, the requirements are similar,
except that there is no settable priority and no option of mdtilink delivery,

c. Request for Downlink Data. A request for dowtiink data simply
requires setting the data fields DABS address and downlink device code.
Of course, knowledge that a particular aircraft is equipped with the spe -
cified device is assumed (see Section 3. 2. 4, subsection E, data link capa-
bility message). Expiration time and priority are optionally settable, as
with tactical uplinks. Multilink delivery of the request (and, as a result,
of the downlink reply) is also optionally available if implementation of this
feature is desired.

D. ATCRBS ID Request. An ATCRBS ID request requires no inputs
other than DABS aircraft identification. In practice, it may be useful to
have this message generated automatically by the surveillance processing
software whenever a new DABS aircraft is reported and the A TCRBS code
is not received promptly. In this way it would be possible to facilitate the
association betieen an existtig ATCRBS track and a new DABS track,
rather than carrying them both. Alternatively, more stringent criteria for
issuing the message could be adopted, in which proximity to an A TCRBS
track or geographical coverage parameters are brought in.

E. Message Cancellation Request, A message cancellation request,
regarding an earlier tactical or ELM uplink message, may be issued at any
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time before a message delivery notice has been received. There are two
hypothetical situations inwhich it may be considered desirable to issue a
cancellation. First, the earlier message maybe found to be in error or it
may be desirable to supersede iti it may be considered important to mini-
mtie the chance that the pilot will see the undesired message. Second, if a

message has been transmitted in the mdtilink mode and a successful mes -
sage delivery notice has been received from one DABS sensor, it may be
desirable to mitimize redundant delivery by canceling the remaining sen-
sors. (In this second case, the cancellation message could be generated
automatically by the softiare as part of the delivery notice process tig. )
Since successful cancellation can never be guaranteed, the questiOn Of im-
plementing a cancellation message capability at an ATC facility should be
examined.

F. Data Link Capability Request. A dab link capability request will

be issued once, at most, when a new DABS aircraft is reported. men the

DABS aircraft is first acquired by a DABS sensor, the sensor will ~s.sem-
inate a data link capability message; consequently, a request fOr this lnfOr -
mation is not generally needed. However, there may be circumstances in
which an ATC facility begins receiving surveillance reports on a DABS air-
craft, and the capability data have never been received or have not been re -
tained in storage. To meet this case the capability request is needed, and
it should be generated automatically h software as needed on new DABS air-
craft.

3.2. 3 Sensor Response Message Interpretation

In general, the handling of sensor response messages is straight-
forward and results in a statis output to the originator of the referenced
message. In all cases, it is first necessary to make an association in soft-
ware between the response message and the referenced message. E multi-

link delivery of an uplink message is invOlved, then tie prOces sOr Of re-
sponses must expect multiple sets Of respOnses. This situation includes the
case of data relay mode with local delivery attempted, as nOted in 3. 1. 3
and 3. 1.4.

A. Message Rejection Notice. For a message rejection notice, it
may be desirable to react in software by re-issuing the message to another
DABS sensor, if any is available. This notice is essentially an error flag
since it states that a DABS sensor currently reporttig surveillance data
(and perhaps designated primary) has no file on the aircraft addres seal.
For a message delay, includhg the data relay case, no action is required.
~tiona~~y the ,!delay!t tag may be dis P1ayed tO the originator so that he

may re -in;tiate the message using multilink delivery. An alternative op-

tion wodd be to re -initiate the message automatically in s Of~ar e if anOther
sensor is available. Either option could be reserved for high-priority mes -

sages only.



B. Message Delivery Notice. A message delivery notice indicating
successful dellvery should be &sprayed to the originator. Further, for the
case where the referenced message did not request pilot response, the origi-
nal transaction could be deleted from software. A delivery notice indicating
failure should also be displayed, and could optionally trigger re -initiation
via another sensor. Because time will have expired on the referenced mes -
sage, it will probably be preferable to have re -initiation occur only by ac -
tion of the originator rather than automatically.

3. 2.4 Downlink Message kterpretation

The general actions involved h the handling of downltik messages
have been described. Routing is the principal task; pilot-originated mes -
sages are routed to the appropriate controller station, and messages that
result from an earlier uplink message are transmitted to the output device
or internal function that originated the request. Specific comments follow.

A. Since the data portion of a tactical downlink message consists of
only DABS address and MB (text) fields, it will be necessary for the pro-
cessing software to interpret the MB data to read the source device code.
U this matches the device address code (MDES) in a pending request for
downlink (or in a tactical upltik requesting pilot response via the Comm- B
charnel ) that had been made to the same aircraft, the association has been
made. The downlink message can then be routed appropriately and the pend-
ing request deleted. E there is no match on MDES or no pending request,
the downlink message is assumed to be pilot-originated.

B. Probable uses for the ELM link are largely undetermined at this
time. It may be that all dowtiink ELMs are pilot-originated messages in-
tended for output devices associated with controller stations. b this case,
routing of the message is trivial. M there are other types of ELM users,
then routing and any other actions would have to be based on control dab
within the ELM text field. Such control data are presently undeftied.

c. To accomplish the proper handling of pilot actiowledgment mes -
sages, it is necessary initially to store, with a pending tactical uplhk mes -
sage, the fact that a pilot acknowledgment ~S been requested, and whether I
or not the pilot response will be via the PBUT or the Comm-B cha~el.
(See section 3. 1.5 for this disttiction. ) A pilot response using Comm-B is
received in the same manner as any other pilot-originated tactical downlink
message, but may then be associated with the pending uplink and routed ap-
propriately. A response via PBUT (the ody type that produces a pilot re-
sponse message) contains no specific references. It may be associated with
a pendtig request for pilot response via PBCTT and handled accordingly. E
no such association is found, it may be assumed that the pilot response ac-
tually refers to someone elsefs uplink message, presumably from IPC. ~
that case, the pilot response message may be ignored. There is a possible
ambiguity if both A TC and IPC attempt to use PBUT in the same aircraft at
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approximately the same time. The occurrence of this problem may be mini-
mized by communications directly between IPC and the A TC facility. me
problem does not arise at all if A.TC facilities avoid addressing cockpit de -
vices that make use of the PBUT charnel.

D. ATCRBS ID Code messages are primarfiy the mncern Of the
facilityfs surveillance processor, as an aid in report-to-track correlation.
If desired, the code value may be made available for output on the control-
lers plan view display or othemise. ff the code has an emergency value,
it should, of course, be displayed appropriately. Received messages of
this type should also be checked against any pending A TCRBS ID code re -
quest; if an association is made, the request may then be deleted.

E. A data link capability message may require considerable hand-
ltig, depending on the facilityfs previous knowledge of that aircraft! 6 capa-

bility and the actual value of the capability data. U the message refers tO
an aircraft not on file, or if capability data for that aircraft is already
stored, the message can be ignored (though in the latter case it may be ad-
visable to compare the stored capability value with the new value in case of
an error). ~ the data are new and refer tO an aircraft Of interest> then
they must be interpreted by standard code conversion or table lookup as
defintig a set of MDES/MSRC codes that are addressable on that aircraft.
These codes are than stored and made available to all appropriate message
input devices as part of the aircraft stitis or data link display. The spe-
cific coding of the 6-bit capabili~ field is not fully defined at present. It is
expected, however, that five Of the bits will be reserved tO signifY the
presence of or absence of five particdar cockpit devices. For sOme ela-
borately equipped aircraft: it is expected that these five bits will be inade -

quate to folly define data llnk capability. The set of such aircraft is ex-
pected to consist, more or less, of the commercial carriers (the aircraft

that use variable flight numbers ). k order to permit communication of both
the full data link capability and the flight number, the s fith bit Of the capa -
bility field is defined as an indicator of “extended capabiliw. “ If this bit is
set in a received capability message, the facility software should initiate a
transaction to extract extended capability information. The transaction is a
request for downlink data message with the particular device address code
MSRC = 0001. The resulting tactical downlink message will contain in its
MB field the desired available device codes and the variable flight number.
The device code data shotid be stored and displayed together with the basic
capability data previously received, and the variable flight number (if any)
shodd be appropriately stored. The latter is important since it enables the
facility to associate the DABS address for that aircraft with the flight number
(for those aircraft whose voice call sign is the variable flight number rather
than the aircraft tail number ). Such an association may alsO be made using
flight plan information, provided that DABS address is part of a standard
flight plan. k that case, use of the DABS-provided information could serve
for verification.



A comment may be worthwhile on the consequences of an error in de -
vice address code -ifiormation. ~ for any reason a tactical uplink message
not requesting pilot acknowledgment or device response is transmitted to
an aircraft that does not have the particular device addressed, the W data
will “die” umoticed on the link between the transponder and the attached
cockpit devices. In the meantime, however, the transponder will have re-
plied normally, not detecting any error condition. This would result in a
message delivery notice back to the sender, indicating successful delivery.
In other words, DABS does not protect against this kind of situation, and an
undetected error results.

4.0 DABS SENSOR/ATC FACILITY CONTROL INTERACTIONS

Section 3 of this report has covered exchanges of information between
ATC facilities and pilots via the DABS data link. This sectiOn is cOncerned
with a variety of types of titeractions between ATC facilities and DABS sen-
sors themselves. For the most part, these interactions provide information

that one station needs to know from the other in order to function properly.
The emphasis is on the reporting and testing of operational status. To some
extent, the messages involved here do not fit perfectly into larger categories
but do have significant individual roles.

With the exception of operational IPC interactions (Section 4. 1. 1), the
interactions described here do not directly deal with the control of individual
aircraft, and hence are not primarily the concern of controllers. Rather,
they support a management function within A TC, which is cOncerned with
the proper operation and maintenance of DABS sensors.

The nature of any control interaction between an ATC facility and a
DABS sensor which form an !tuncomectedll pair (as defined for the data re -

lay mode ) is unclear. It would seem that the unconnected sensor would
rely primarily for management and maintenance functions on some other
ATC facility to which it is directly linked. Nevertheless, re~~:~gf sOme
messages involved in control interactions is provided for.
governing the selection of messages to be relayed are as follows:

1) All messages from the unconnected sensor addressed to the uncon- ‘
netted sensor are to relayed. ( This is the same rule as for sensor-
to-ATC messages treated in Section 3. )

2) Messages from the unconnected ATC are not to be relayed, except for
the following types: altimeter correction and NAS failure/recovery

(see Section 4.2.2, Items C and D).

3) The messages indicated above to be relayed shall always be relayed
whenever the site adaptation has been made which designates the ap -
p ropriate data relay configuration. This rule holds whether or not
the relay mode is in effect for any aircraft.
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All of the messages discussed below make use of the same ground link
as described previously. The message formats are, as before, actually
just the “lifi data field” portion of ground link messages. The grOund link
protocol of Section 3. 1.6 applies in its entirety, as do tbe related aspects of
message handling described in Section 3.2. 1.

4. 1 IPC-Related Interactions

Intermittent Positive Control (IPC) is an automated function associated
with DABS sensors that can detect conflicts among aircraft and issue advi-
sories and avoidance maneuver commands to DA BS/IPC-equipped aircraft
via the DABS uplink. Its maneuver commands are issued preferentially for
VFR aircraft. Since one or more IFR aircraft may be in a conflict situation
that is being handIed by IPC, it is important that the outputs of IPC be avail-

able to the controller. This interaction is further described in Section 4.1.1.
In addition, there is an administrative and legal requirement for recording
IPC messages at ATC facilities (see Section 4.1. 2).

4. 1.1 IPC Operational Messages

While IPC ope ration is functionally distinct from that of DABS, it is
collocated with DABS sensors. As presently defined [Ref. 7], the IPC pro-
cessing algorithm requires a one-way interaction with the control facility,
although the ground link can support itiormation transfer in the reverse
direction if desired. The interaction takes place by means of an IPC -

i:enerated message referred tO as “cOntrOiler alert>” which describes the
~;tate of a cOnflict between two aircraft. For a controller alert to be gener-
ated, at least one aircraft involved must be IFR; however, either Or bOth
;lircraft may be AT CR BS-equipped (M Ode C), rather than DA BS-e,quiPPed.
When a conflict involves more than two aircraft, a separate cOnfllct alert
will be generated for each pair (but alway’s containing consistent data for a
~:iven aircraft). A controller alert is initially transmitted as a Z-minute
warning and is retransmitted with updated itiormation as needed for the
duration of the conflict.

For VFR-IFR conflicts, the first (2-rein) alert serves as an advis?ry
to the controller. He has the option of vectoring the IFR aircraft to resolve
the cofilict. H the cotilict persists, IPC will issue a maneuver command
to the VFR aircraft when the warning time has decreased to 75 seconds, and
a new conflict alert will be sent to inform the controller. For IFR-IFR
conflicts, alert messages are transmitted in a similar manner, but com-
mands are not issued on the uplink except as a backup to the cOntr Oiler when
the cotilict persists and time bec Omes critical. The IPC will alwaYs cOm -
pute maneuver commands as needed for both aircraft and include them both
in controller alert messages even though the command cannot be delivered
to a non-DABS-equipped aircraft and is normally not delivered to an IFR
aircraft even if DABS-equipped. In these cases, the computed maneuvers



may be useful as advisories and when there is a sitiation in which the con-
troller is requested to relay the maneuver command by voice link. This is
the case in which a command is to be issued to an IFR aircraft, but that
aircraft is not DABS -equipped or its uplink is failing.

The controller alert message format includes the following data for
each of the two aircraft [Ref. 7]: aircraft identifier (DABS or ATCRBS ID),
control status (IFR/VFR ), equipment type (DABS/A TCRBS ), aircraft loca-
tion in XYZ coordinates, aircraft velocity ( also XYZ), currently computed
horizontal and vertical maneuver commands, a flag to indicate whether or
not the pilot has acknowledged the commands, and a flag that requests the
controller to relay the message by voice.

The principal actions of the ATC facility in handing a controller alert
message include routtig of the message to the proper controller station, and
display of the message contents, perhaps on the output device used for pilot
messages.

The operational implications of IPC are complex and will be studied
in an ATC environment as part of DABS/IPC testing at NAFEC. Regarding
DABS-ATC interactions, some questions that should be explored are: ( 1 )
what is the best handing of IPC uplink messages that are pilot advisories
~PWI) rather than commands ? (2) how does the controller make use of alert
information as well as data provided by a conflict detection function within
the ATC automation if both are available ‘? and (3) should the system trans -
mit ifiormation from the controller to IPC, such as his own commands to
IFR aircraft?

4. 1, 2 IPC Recording System Messages

For administrative and legal reasons, it is necessary to make a com-
plete recording of IPC - generated transactions. The preferred location for
such a recording system would be at the IPC processor itself where most, if
not all, of the desired tiformation is generated. However, IPC is intended
to operate at unmanned DABS sites, and a wholly automatic tape recording
system is not considered feasible. Therefore, it is planned that the record-
ing system be located at ATC facilities. In a multisite IPC configuration, 1
this implies that certain ATC facilities wodd house the recording system
for more than one IPC site.

Two types of messages are transmitted from DABS for recording sys-
tem purposes. They contain information that overlaps to a considerable ex-
tent with that of controller alert messages; nevertheless, they do contain
some additional data that is needed. It may also be desirable to record ad-
ditional material such as pilot acknowledgment mes sages (particularly if the
PBUT channel from which these arise is exclusively linked to the pilotfs IPC
dlsPIay), and possibly controller alert messages. Detafls of the tiO mes-

sage types follow,
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A. ~plicate IPC Uplink Message. A l,du~li~ate IpC upltik message”

is generated by the IPC processor whene~er a pOsitive Or negative maneuver
command is generated for transmission. Note that commands that are not
actually transmitted ( such as those for non-DABS-equipped aircraft ) are not
included, even though they are included in controller alerts. The for-t of

a duplicate IPC upliok message, except for a distinctive type code, is pre -
cisely that of the IPC-generated tactical upltik message that it duplicates.
The action of the DABS sensor, upon receivtig this message, is s imPIY tO
route it appropriately to the ATC facility. Upon its receipt at the ATC faci -
litY, it is routed tO the IPC recOrding sYstem. NO Other ‘se ‘f ‘his ‘es-
sage is anticipated.

B. Duplicate IPC Message Delivery Notice. A “duplicate IPC mes -

sage delivery notice!! provides for the recording of the technical acbowledg -
ment (or delivery failure) of an IPC uplink message. This type of message

is generated within the DABS sensor which attempts uplink delivery, rather
than within the IPC function itself. The distinction becomes significant in a
mdtis ens or configuration. k this codiguration, an IPC processor may
transmit a command via some sensor other than the one with which it is col-
located. (This option will be exercised when the collocated sensor is exper-
iencing link failure. ) The res~ting duplicate message delivery nOtice will
originate with this second sensor rather than the collocated sensor. MOrm-
ation is provided in the message to establish the routing history.

The message format is that of an ordinary message delivery notice
(including referenced message number ) but with the additiOn Of a “refer-
cnced sender ID’1 field. This field contains the sensor ID code of the origi-
nating IPC. It will therefore match the implicit sensor code of the duplicate
IPC uplink message. This match, together with a match between the expli-

,,referenced message number, “ Permits ‘hec:it IImessage number” and t~
association to be reconstructed.

The DABS sensor generates the duplicate delivery notice and routes it
to the cognizant A.TC facility at the same time that it generates an ordinary
delivery notice and routes it to the originating IPC. UpOn receipt at the
ATC facility, the main bsk is to route it to the IPC recording system. It

may be desirable to make it available also to the controller as an adjun~t to
the controller alert information. The reason for this is that the controller
alert, as presenfly defined, does not contain technical acknowledgments, al-
though it does include pilot responses.

‘:It is unclear at present whether or nOt PWI messages will be included as
well.
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4.2 Performance/S@tus Interactions

4.2. I DABS Sensor Status Reporting

Continuous knowledge of the statis of DABS sensors is important to an
A TC facility for two reasons. First, it is necessary to observe the reliable
functioning of the sensors as part of an ongoing monitoring of overall ATC
performance. Second, since DABS sensors operate in general as remOte

unm anneal stations, it is important to observe malfunctions that shotid re -
suit in nonscheduled maintenance or repair activity. The followtig four
types of messages are concerned with monitoring the conditions of a sensor
and related activities.

A. Test Message. A ,,te~t me~~agell and the resulting response cOm -

prise a transaction that can be initiated by either a sensor or an ATC faci-
lity. The message formats are the same in each case. The test message
format simply contains 48 data bits that are not specified at this time.
These may consist of an arbitrary code, either fixed Or variable. The Pre-
cise use of a test transaction is also not presently determined, but it will
be desirable at least during sensor startup and as part of a sensor/ATC
facility interface checkout mode. It may also be useful as a diagnostic tool
when certain types of errors or failures are reported. ~ether or not it
will be more generally useful during normal operations is unclear. A test

transaction will serve to verify proper operation of the ground link and some
of the sensor software (minimally, message routing and a test response
routine ).

B. Test Response Message. me ,,te~t *esPonse,, message is issued

by the receivtig station in response to a test message. It alsO consists Of
an unspecified 48 -bit data field, which may contain the same bit pattern as
that of the test message. No basis for more elaborate processtig to pro-
duce a different output code has been determined.

C. Status Message. The “status message” is the most important
type in this category. Its format is not defined at present (and it therefore
does not appear in Appendti B). HOwever, its infOrmatiOn cOntents are
specified in Reference 8, Section 3.4. 10. Each DABS sensor issues a m.es - I
sage of this type once per antenna scan period to each ATC facility to which
it is linked. Determination of statis is the task of the performance monitor -
ing function [Ref. 8] within each sensor. Performance monitoring regfiarly
performs many tests on the operation of other functions within the sensor,
both hardware and software. Among the hardware parameters checked are
transmitter and receiver power calibration, monOpulse Outputs, real-time
clock status, and azimuth register status. Software checks include the
overflow status of various queues and b~fers, the number Of tracks in each
of various states, and the number of uplink messages delivered and expired.



In addition, inputs are included from Calibration and Performance
Monitoring Equipments (C PMES). These are transponder-like devices at
known ground locations, and their replies provide a check on software and
hardware relating to uplink modulation and transmis siOn, dOwnlink rePIY
processing, and data link and surveillance processing. including POsitiOn
measurement calibration. All of these inputs enter into a determination of
the sensor status category (normal operation, marginal operation, or fail-
ure). Status category is is sued by the network management function to adja-
cent DABS sensors. A failure status causes these adjacent sensors to
modify their coverage assignments in a predetermined matlner so as to
acquire the target load of the failed sensor.

The types of information included in a status message are: sens Or
loading statistics (the numbers of DABS and ATCRBS tracks), the status
category of the sensor and its associated IPC functiOn, and the sPecific cOn-
dition that has resulted in any declaration of marginal or failed status. AS
long as normal operation obtains, therefore, the message is brief, and the
ATC facility is not burdened with masses of detailed performance data.
When there is a non-normal status, the particular problem area is indicated.
Status messages, as received at an ATC facility, shOuld be rOuted nOt tO a
controller but to a suitable output device convenient to the person responsi-
ble for overseeing facility operation. He will be able to monitor sensor
difficulties as they develop and take appropriate actions.

The nature of such actions remains to be explOred. If a netwOrk Of
DABS sensors is in operation with heavy multiple-coverage capability, it
may he that no action is necessary (other than initiating DABS sensor main-
tenance or repair as needed). If there is only one sensor in the area, the

OperatiOns manager may advise cOntr Oilers of the PrOblem and ‘nstruct
them, for example, to use voice instead of the DABS air link when the

problem affects message delivery.

D. Track Alert Message. The “track alert message, “ in cOntrast

with the status message, is intended to inform ATC regarding a highly speci-
fic, low probability error condition. This condition is the presence, in the
sensor surveillance file, of two distinct tracks carrying the same DABS ad-
dress. Since DABS transponders are designed to encode a unique hard-wired
address, this duplicate address situation can only arise if (1) either a tran-
sponder or the sensor makes a systematic errOr that cOnverts the true ad-
dress into a different address in a consistent manner, and (2) another
aircraft happens to be in track at the same time and its DABS address
matches the erroneous one.

The track alert message format contains the DABS address in question
and the position (range and azimuth) of each of the two tracks. Upon receipt

of the message, it should be routed tO the surveillance processing sOftware
where the idormation may be readily used to make the desired associations.
Irl order to avoid confusiOn, the track files Of the aircraft invOlved cOuld be
flagged, and further data on each of them processed with a sPecial rePOrt-tO -

track correlation algorithm. This algorithm could s imply handle the air -
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craft reports as lacking mique codes and correlate on position only. Furthe r
updating of the two tracks could be based ody on track alert messages, as
long as the duplicate address condition persists.

Within the DABS sensor that detects a duplicate address condition, a
further action is to delete the address from the interrogation roll call so
that surveillance on both ati <:raft is matitained by use of the all-call mode
Ody, As a result, the DABS uplink is no longer available for the aircraft
as long as the problem persists. This implies that the track alert message
information should be suitably displayed to the controller s o that he will not
attempt uplink messages. The dropping of discrete interrogations to the air -
craft in question will also cause a ,,1055 of DABS contact,, condition in the

transponders. This event should result in a voice inquiry by one or both pi-
lots to the controller who may then be able to resolve the ambiguity.

It should be noted that a similar error condition may arise in which
two aircraft simultaneously report the same DABS address to two different
DABS sensors, which in turn report to the same ATC facility. E there is
non-overlapping coverage of the particular two aircraft, then each sens Or is
aware of OnIY one aircraft, and the DABS system cannot alert the A TC faci-

lity to the situation. This suggests that it may be considered desirable to
have the capability to &tect a duplicate DABS address sitiation built into the
facility software in the multisensory case.

4. 2.2 A TC Facility Status Reporting and Control

Finally, there is a miscellaneous grOup of interactions initiated by the
A TC facility to report its own status and to provide the DABS sensor with
certain control information. It should be noted that no interactions are de -
fined that provide for direct operational control of the sensor, i. e. , there
are no messages that affect such satiations as DABS transmission modes,
setting of lockout states or coverage boundaries, sOf*are mOde selectiOn,
etc. This reflects the design philosophy that DABS sensors should function
autonomously except for nonroutine maintenance, once they have completed
checkout and are in operational mode. If any desirable operational control
features are identified as a result of DABS engineering model testing at
NAFE C, they may, of course, be added. The following paragraphs discuss ‘
each of the five message types presently defined:

A. The test message has been treated in Section 4.2.1, Item A..

B. The test response message has also been discussed in Section
4.2.1, Item B.

c. Altimeter Correction Message. The “altimeter cOrrectiOn” mes -
sage is tie ody means by which a DABS sensor learns the correct current
values of altimeter pressure corrections. These values are to be applied to
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the encoded altimeter readings received on the dowdink from all DABS-
equipped aircraft and uplinked as the , !altitude echoll to prO~ide the pilot with

a verification of the direct readout of his onboard altimeter. This automatic
uplinking of corrected altitide will serve initially to inform the pilot of the
correction to be manually set in, although the present method involving the
controller and the voice link will continue to be available as a backup. It is
clear that properly updated correction values are important to DABS opera-
tion.

Altimeter correction is a function of geographic area, and some sen-
sors may need to knOw mOre than One value if their cOverage extends be-
yond one such geographic region. The data values are supplied by ATC fac -
ilities in a fully predetermined reamer. Some terminal A TC facilities may
not be involved in transmitting this data at all, while some enroute facilities
may support several sensors. For each ATC facility/DABS sensor pair,
there is a fixed set of correction regions. The correction message contains
the number of corrections followed by the data values, enc Oded as signed
BCD characters giving altitude h hundreds of feet. UpOn its receipt, the
message is routed to the appropriate software routine that stores the data,
interpreting it according to prearranged map regions. Note that the format
requires a complete set of corrections even though not all of them may be
updated.

In order to generate this type Of message, the ATC facil,ity needs tO
implement a means of handling the data in software after recelvlng It frOm
its original source. Data input could be accomplished manually following re -
ceipt of the information via off-line cOmm~icatiOns, Or it cOuld be a direct
automatic fmction. Each new input would have to be associated in so ftiare

with one or more particular message data slOts (e. g., yOrrectiOn dab frOm
region A updates the third data field fOr sens Or B, the first fOr sens Or c,
etc. ). The messages may be issued whenever one new correction value is
entered or else periodically according to a fixed schedule.

D. NAS Failure/Recovery Message. The “NAS failure/ recoveryl’
message is intended to signal operation status to DABS and to IPC. The
format, as presently defined, includes a single data field that takes On a,nY
of three values: failure, recovery from failure, and recovery from failure
with 10SS of dab base. These states are not really defined at this time, nor

is the process by which the facilityfs state is to be determined. It may be

that a function resembling a DABS sensor’s performance monitortig should
be implemented to generate a statis determination automatically. H this
were done, the message could be modified to include a more specific indica-
tion of the area of failure.

DABS handling of a received message of this type is also not defined.
Presumably, receipt Of a , ,failure,l ~otice would cause changes in the dis -

semination of surveillance and downlink message data, and “recOver Y” wOUld



re-establish normal dissemination. !!Recovery with 10SS of data base!! might

trigger the sending of some additional information from the s ens or surveil -
lance file to facilitate rebuildtig of the normal data base. A “failure” i;~~a-
tion may also result in use of a back-up version of the IPC algorithm.
inclusion of this message type has been intended to provide for possible back-
up support modes and to promote thinking about operational requirements for
such support.

E. ml Radar Dab Request Messa~. The !’all radar data request”
message supports a special func~wi~hin A TC facility so ftiare concerning
registration of aircraft position dati from different sensor sites. b order

to perform such registration or calibration on radar daa, it is desirable
to receive search messages for all targets rather than only those that do not
correlate with beacon tracks. (See Section 2. 1.7 for a summary of DABS
rules for normal surveillance data dissemination. ) The message and the
associated use of the restiting data might be generated by a simple manual
input or automatically by s oftiare.

The message format contains a single ~o-valued parameter that in-
dicates the start or stop of the all radar data mode. UpOn its receiPt at a
DABS sensor, the message is routed to the dissemination function within
surveillance processing. A ,,~ta=tl, value ca~~es the sensor to pass on (tO

the requesting facility only) all search messages. This data stream is trans -
mitted in addition to all the normal surveillance outputs. The existence of

this mode is of course optional for any particdar ATC facilib, and it has
no effect on DABS functions other than data dis semination.
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APPENDIX A

SURVEILLANCE REPORT FORMA TS FROM DABS TOATC

The tables on tie followfigpages, Tables A-1 andA-2, summarize
the formts of surveillance reports described in detail in reference 1.



TABLE A-1

SURVEILLANCE MESSAGE FORMATS (BEACON)

)i DA.BS
,

1 Test

2 1

3 1

4
5 P;s

6 Mode C

7 s

8 Radar Reinf.

9 Code 7700
10 Code 7600

11 FAA

12 Radar Substitution
1? PARITY

m“
.4

14 MSB = 128

15
16
17
18
lq

21 (nmi)

22 I
23 (cont. )

UTY
S = Spare hit.

ATCRBS

Test
1
1
0

Mode 3/A
Mode C

SPI (Ident)
Radar Reinf.

Code 7700
Code 7600

FAA
Radar Substitution

PARITY

T

(n,ni)

I
(cont. )

PARITY



TABLE A-1

SURVEILLANCE MESSAGE FORMATS (BEACON)
(continued)

I 1 1 1
it DABS ! A,TCRBS

I

1{
27
28

Range ~n~i) ~cont ~

29 LSB=O. i078------------ -----------

30 MSB = 180

31
32
33 I

1;41 A.zi&uth

Range ~nJi)~cont ~

1
--------- LSB=O 6078------------

MSB = 180

A.z im~th I
;5 (deg ) (deg)

36
37
38
39 PAR ITY PAR ITY

40
41
42 &

L~~L----------q +A]-=-q.-q+A]-- ~ LSB=O----_---....------

L
44 Alert
45 FR
46 s
+7 ------gg~~fi:~ay------

48 i
MSB = 1

49 Time in Storage
50 (see)
51

A
LSB = 1/8

52 PA. ITY

Confidence
Code in Transition

False Target

,--z?!?y?:_&---

MB=l
Time in Storage
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Bit

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
?O
91

TABLE A-1

SURVEILLANCE MESSAGE FORMATS (BEACON)
(continued)

DABS

I
DABS

Address

PA.RITY

\
PARITY

Sign: O=POS, l=Neg

t

MSB=1024O(

Mode C
Altitide

(feet )

1
SB=1OO

PA.R TY

ATCRBS

i A4
A.2
Al

Mode 3/A B4
Code BZ

B1
C4
C2
cl

I D4

PARITY

+
A.TCRBS

Surveillance File
Number

.1,
PARITY

Sign: O=POS, l=Neg

t

MSB=1024OO
ft.

Mtitide
(feet )

ILSB = iOO

PA.RITY

;Possible spares
(A. TCRBS only)

ror Radar Substitution
(Bit 12 = 1)

;::;::J;$&p;i-:

--------J-LSB = 4 ~------ 1

s I

s 1

s
1
I

s I
s I

s
1

s
I
1

s 1
PA.RITY i

------------------- J
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APPENDIX B

L~K DA.TA. FIELD FORMATS

The tables on tile following pages, Tables B-1 and B-2, summarize
the link data field formats of messages that pass be~een DABS and NAS for
air-ground communications and other purposes. These formats are described
in detail in Reference 1 (as modified by Change 1, 13 November 1974).
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TABLE B-1

LINK DATA FIELD FORMATS FOR NAS-TO-DABS MESSAGES

Tactical Uplink

00100001 DABS Address MSG. No. ExP P Sc
q

MA (repeoted)

1 8s 32 33 36 37 39 40 41 42 43

ELM Uplink

00100010 OABS Address MSG. No. EXP Length
.31::M ‘ex~(=

1 89 32 33 36 37 39 40

Request for Oownlink 00t0

00100011 OABS Address MSG. No. EXP P MSRC

1 89 32 33 36 37 39 40 41 44

ATCRBS IO Request

00100100
*IyBsA-

1

Message Cancellation Request

00100101 DABS Addressl MSG. No. I Ref. MSG. No. Ref. Type Code

1 89 32 33 36 37 40 41 48

Test Message

01100001

89 ““ ~ ‘~
1

Test Response MeSS09e

01100010
Q

Test Response Data

1 89

Altimeter Correction Message

10011011 N
g

Alt. Cor. (repeated)

1 89 12 13

NAS Failure/Recovery Message

Ioollool Staie

1 8910

All Radar Data Request

I 001 I 01 0 Ss

I 89 to

Doto Link Capability Request

00000010 OABS Address

1 19 32



TABLE B-2

LINK DATA FIELD FORMATS FOR DA BS-TO-NAS MESSAGES

Message Rejection Notice

00110001 DABS Address Ref. Msg. No. Quct.

1 89 3233 36 38

Me5s0ge Delivery Notice

00110010 O&BS Address Ref. Msg. .Mo. [01

1 69 3233 3637

\i8-4-t$ 269-5 I

Tactical Oownlink

1,
O1OOOGO1 oABS Address

69 32 33 ‘Bv

ELM:$Oownlink

01 0.00010 OABS Address Length ELMTEXT fMax..l28O)

1 89 32 33... 36 37

Pilot Acknowledgment ~~~

.010.00011

1 89
I ‘ABS A-

Oa.taLink Capability

01000100 OAOS Address Copobility
,...

89 32 33 36

ATCRBS LO Code

0.1.000701 : OABS Address

1 8.9 32133 ATcRBq

Controller Alert. blotice

:00000;1 Defined in FAA- EM-74-4 11 89

Test Message

1,
01100001

69 ‘“t : w

Test Response Message

01100010
q

Test Response Oo1o

1 99

Track Alert Message

10011100

sz 33 ‘~h~’~!h~l

OABS ~~; (l St)

1 89 6061 7576

Ouplicate IPC Uplink Messoge

11000001 DABS Address MSG. No, EXP P Sc

1
3

MA(r; peeled)

89 32 33 36 37 39 40 41 42 43

Duplicote IPC Message Oelivery Notice

1,

11000010 OABS Address Ref. Msg. No. DI Ref. Sender 10

89 32 33 36 37 36 41
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